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FLASHING INCEPTION IN ('LOWING LIQUIDS
by

Owen C. Jones, Jr.

ThtnMi Hydraulic Development Division
Department of NucTiar Energy

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

The inception of' net vaporization in flashing
flows is sxamined. It is suggested that the flashing
inception can be expressed as two additive effects.
One 1s due to the static decompression which 1s a
function of the spinodsl limit and also of the ex-
pansion rate. The other effect which is a function of
Reynolds number and flashing index. Is due to the
turbulent fluctuations of the flowing liquid. It Is
shown that by talcing a three standard deviation band
on the turbulent velocity fluctuations, an adequate
representation of the Inverse mass flux effect on
flashing Inception for existing data is obtained.

NOMENCLATURE

d "diameter
Fj"flashing Index
G »mass flux
p "pressure
T temperature
u',v1,w'»velocity fluctuation components
U0«Channe1 mass-averaged velocity

Greek

4 "difference
a "viscosity
s^ "density
£ "rate of pressure decrease (expansion rate)

Subscripts

Fi "flashing inception
Fio»flashing inception under static conditions
1 "liquid
max"fflaxfmum
minafninimum
rtn"reduced minimum

Superscripts

*«d1mens1on1ess
^.•fluctuation
•averaged

INTRODUCTION

In the unlikely event of a cold leg pipe rupture
in a pressurized water reactor, subcooled water at
high pressure enters the pipe and undergoes a pressure
reduction as it flows toward the break. At some point
in the pipe the pressure is reduced below the satura-
tion pressure according to the existing liquid tem-
perature. At some later point, nucleation begins and
the resulting nonequilibrium vapor generation causes
the flow to be choked at the break location. The dis-
charge flow rate, which is especially sensitive to the
actual vapor content, directly affects the subsequent
course of events and especially the heat transfer
characteristics of the core prior to quenching by e-
mergency cooling. At present there is no general mod-
el for the nonequilibriurn vapor generation rates or
for any of the three major factors which affect the
void development under such conditions: flashing
inception point, interfacial area available for
vaporization, and : rate of mass exchange per unit
interfacial area. -It is the purpose of this paper to
address the question of flashing inception as affected
by velocity effects. It will be shown that a model
based on turbulent fluctuation Intensity does a re-
asonably acceptable job of accounting for these ef-
fects when applied to the few data available.

BACKGROUND

It is well known that the mass flow rates In
critical flow conditions are highly dependent on the
vapor content of the flow. SahaCU has reviewed and
evaluated critical flow^ research concluding that cur-
rently accepted equilibrium models underpredict criti-
cal flows for "short" pipes especially for subcooled
or nearly saturated sources. While thermal non-
equilibrium must be taken into account for "short",
pipes, it Is not clear how the combination of length
and diameter enters the picture. Wu et al.r.23 have
shown that a model based on spherical bubble growth in
fields of variable superheat adequately predicts the
data of ReocreuxC3] for void fractions less than 0.3.
These predictions require accurate knowledge of both
She voiding inception point and an initial nucleation
density parameter. It is well knownC.4] thai the ini-
tial degree of superheat markedly affects bubble
growth fn both constant and variable pressure fields.
The degree of superheat has also been shown to play a
strong role in void development in flashing critical
flowsCZ]. Since the point at which flashing incep-
tion occurs directly affects the Initial superheat,
the flashing inception can also be expected to play a
strong role, in the critical mass flow rates under
flashing conditions-
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little work has been accomplished examining tha
point of flashing Inception. Seynhaeve, Slot, and
FritteCSJ ran-experiments with Inlet temperatures be-
tween U1°C and 167°C and at mass fluxes between
10 and 20 Ng/n^-s. They determined the superheat at
flashing Incaption to behave fnversely with mass flux.
Although thtir data wart quit* scatttrtd, tha super-
heat apparently decreased to almst zero at the higher
mass, fluxes, and'even became negative In a few cases.
In their evaluation of fteocreux's 1.74 bar data, Wu H
il'C2] found similar results as shown In Figure I. Tn
tFis figure the superheat Is expressed in terms of the

> over-expansion at the Inception point denoted by
apcj. (Note that throughout this paper the terms
overtxpansion and superheat are used interchangably
and are, of course, coupled *.1ong the saturation
line.) Apparently no other experiment appears to have
been here-to-fore undertaken allowing suitable de-
finition for determination of flashing Inception
sup e r h e a t s . •; '•.. ' . . . :-, ...-;. ~'"\.

The boiling Inception and onset of net vapor
generation in flowing Ifquids has been the subject of
much scrutiny in the case of heating, havirtg been the
subject of such well known works as. those of Hsu[6],
and of Saha and Zuber[7], among others. Unfor-
tunately, flashing inception does not appear to be
charactarized by models applicable to heated liquids
where the superheat is generally confined to the wall
layer in bulk subcooled liquids. Instead, bulk super-
heating occurs prior to flashing inception while the
initial voiding still seems generally relegated to the
wall layer.

tn the case of static liquids undergoing rapid de-
compression, the situation appears quite similar. The
work of Lienhard, Alamgir, and TreiaCS] appears
clearly applicable where the very early stages of
blowdown were observed starting with pressures up to
the ISO bar range and temperatures up to nearly
330°C. They found that the Ifnit of overexpansion
depends on the rate of decompression prior to nuclc-
ation up to a value of about 65% of the spinodal
limit. This limit itself depends on the Initial fluid
temperature. They further suggtst that various
Imperfections in cleaning and preparation of a given
system as well as history of preparation may play a
role. On the other hand, the correspondence between
their data and the data of Edwards and 0'8rien[9]
makes this seem somewhat.unifkely. ;

The data' of r fdwards and 0'8rienC9] and of
Lfenhard, Alamgire, and Tn1a[8] occur with decompres-
sion rates of 0.05 - l.S Mbar/s while the data of Reo-
creux[3] and of Seynhaeve, Giot, and PrttteCS] de-
compress at rates three orders of magnitude slower,
decompression times fn the static systems of Refe-
rences [8J and C9J data are generally less than a mil-
lisecond. DecompressIon times 1n the flowing sys-
tems of 131 and [5] range up to .several tens or
hundreds of milliseconds. The only other differences
between the static and dynamic flashing systems seem
to be those of fluid motion. Of the factors
influenced by these motions, the turbulent pressure
fluctuations appear to be those most!likely to have an
effect. Indeed, ChenC12] offered a iimllar suggestion
to explain jodfum boflvng superheat behavior-

It thus seems that decompressfv* flashing incep-
ticn might be characterized by at least three con-
siderations: initial temperature; decompression rate;
degree of liquid turbulence. Based, on these con-
siderations, the balance of this paper will be
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Figure I Observed mass flux effect on overexpansion
(underpressure) at flashing inception for the
data of Reocreux£3]. fSNL Neg.No 3-237-79)

devoteo to attempting to characterize flashing In-
ception in flowing systems to the extent possible in
view of the limited data available. Indeed, it will
be shown that the inverse mass flux effects of both
References [3] and [5] may be explained due to effects
of turbulent fluctuations. ; :

ANALYSIS

In view of the- preceeding remarks, It appears that
the condition of the fluid at the onset of flashing,
either static or flowing, might be characterized in
terms of the turbulent pressure fluctuations. In the
static systems of References [3] and C.9], it is not
likely that turbulence had time to develop. En the
flowing systems of References C3] and [5], fully de-
veloped turbulence was most certainly present at the
high Reynolds numbers encountered (order of 10 3).
The following hypotheses thus seem reasonable:

1. static flashing ovcrexpansion is a function
only of initial temperature and expansion rate,
and represents the true inception potential,
(Lienhard's hypothes1sC3]);

2. dynamic flashing overexpansion at fnception is
subject to the additive effects of turbulence
giving an apparent alteration 1n the inception
potential.

It Is suggested that the overexpansion at flashing
fnception may be expressed as
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TURBULENT FLUCTUATION
ENVELOPE

Figure 2 Sketeh of pressure fluctuation envelope with
varying mass flux. (BNL Neg.No 3-239-79)

T /

"nun
Figure 3 qualitative Effects of pressure fluctuations

on observed overexpansion at flashing Incep-
tion (BNL Meg.No 3-239-79)

4PF1 • (1)

then the relationship between the two, In view of
Figures 2 and 3 Is simply

where ippiod^.r1) Is the overexpansion under zero
flow conditions as dependent on initial temperature,
Tt, and expansion rate, E '. and p' 1s the pressure
fluctuation. Note that 1% may be replaced with the
sp1nodal limit T m after Lienhard et al.C8] without
loss of generality.

To see how the pressure fluctuations might enter
into the picture, the fluctuation envelope may be en-
visioned as sketched in Figure 2 depending on the mass
flux. As the flux increases, so does the turbulence
intensity. According to the hypotheses, the bottom of
the envelope would represent the true minimum pressure
at any mass flux. If this mlnimum pressure is taken
as Identical to the static value at inception re-
presented by hypothesis (L). then the average pressure
at the Inception point would have ,to increase with
increasing mass flux as shown in Figure 3. Since the
overexpansion at inception is the difference between
the saturation pressure and the observed average pres-
sure, this value, Appf, Is seen to decrease in ac-
cordance with observation. If we define the apparent
overexpansion at flashing inception is

ps * pF1

and the true value is taken to be identical with the'
static value as

*F1 ' 4pF1o ' ** (*)

4pFio * ps (3)

Note that the importance of turbulent pressure
fluctuations in savitation has been previously re-
cognized by Oally andI Johnson [10]. They, in fact,
point out that the effects of dissolved gas or
pre-existing gas nuclei will be to reduce the cavita-
tion or flashing inception superheat.

The maximum in the pressure fluctuation envelope
is assumed to coincide with the maximum kinetic
fluctuations so that '

(5)

T'le nucleation- density monotonically increases with
Increasing superheat while the probability density of
the kinetic energy fluctuations first Increases then
decreases. The product of nucleation density and
superheat probability density is expected to yield a
maximum with increasing superheat. This maximum would
probably represent the inception point and Is expected
to fall within the 99% probability band. If the max-
imum fluctuation in each velocity component is i thus
assumed to be represented by the three sigma value,
(three standard deviations), then

Max (6)

so that, for the case of Jsotropic turbulence (4) be-
comes -;:> ;
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Figure 4 Velocity and scaled kinetic energy fluc-
tuation fnten$it1es calculated from the
overexpansion data of Raocreux[3] at flashing
Inception. (BM.Neg.No 3-235-79) .

(7)

[t Is thus seen that the apparent superheat at flash-
ing inception in flowing systems may be expected to
scale with the reduced limit of superheat, the ex-
pansion rate, the flashing Index (reciprocal of the
cavitation index), and the Reynolds number through the
turbulent fluctuation Intensity, thus,

, £- . Ra, (8)

where

a ̂ "difference between the nueleation tem-
perature and the saturation temperature
at the same pressure, reduced to the
critical temperature,

?' *«diinension1ess expansion rate (decompres-
sion rate).

Re«fieynolds number given by

Fj»flashing Index given by F

There does not seen to be a readily apparent reference
to nondimeflsionalfze the expansion rate.

10

Figure S Olmensionless correlation of Reocreux's[3]
overexpansion data at flashing inception.
(3NL Neg.No 3-240-79)

RESULTS ANC DISCUSSION

Equation (7) shows that the apparent overexpansion
at flashing inception should be linear in the square
of the mass flux with an intercept of the static
Inception value, 4Pjrf0. tf the ideas previously
expressed are at all valid, then using extrapolated
values of APFio> turbulent fluctuation Intensities
ontAined at known inception points should match those
fouadi for Instance by LauferCllJ, of 0.07-0.08.

Figure 1 shows the data of ReocreuxC3]a The
straight lines in the figure represent an attempt to
correlate the three sets of data in a cons1stant fa-
shion and in a way that allows extrapolation to zero
mass flux. The values of 4 P F I 0 thus obtained were
17, 18, and 19 kPa, representative of actual
superheats of approximately 3.5°C. Note that 1.0
kPa represents about 0.18°C at the conditions
t e s t e d . . • • • • . . . • • • • . • ..• •:,•.

Using the values of Appf0 obtained from Figure
1, the mean fluctuation intensities may be computed
from the data. These are shown in Figure 4, (solid
symbols). Also shown in this figure are the kinetic
energy fluctuation intensities scaled appropriately
for convenience of plotting, (open symbols). . The
average of the velocity fluctuation intensities ob-
tained is 0.072 in good agreement with the measur-
ements of Daily and JohnsonClO] based on their mea-
surements, of bubble motion and also of LauferEll]. No
observable trend with mass flux is noticed. Also,
there 1s surprisingly little scatter in the results so
obtained.

Reocreux's data a n replotted in Figure 5 en
dimensionless coordinates suggested by Equation (7).
Since the fluctuation effects »rn subtractive, Equa-
tion (7) suggests the possibility of negative super-
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heats. This Is shown by the x-fntercept at * flashing
index, F«, of 7.2. While there Is nothing actually
prohibiting the turbulent pressure fluctuations 'from
exceeding tht values required \to overcome the zero-
flow Incipient superheat, bubbles thus generated would
probably collapse almost Immediately in the bulk sub-
cooled liquid unless carried to lower pressure regions
b f h ld h A l f *

q
before this could happen.
thus suggested as

p
An envelope of 1s

Finally, extrapolative determination of 4ppf0
for the data of Seynhaeve. Giot, and FritteCS] would
negate the validity of any other comparison. Thus, It
is not possible to obtain a meaningful comparison of
the majority of these data with the results of Equa-
tion (9). However If'there Is any validity 1n the
proceeding concepts, It might be expected that the Re-
ference C5J data In the sarnie temperature range as the
Reocreux[3j data may exhibit the same behavior. Both
sets of data are plotted in Figure 6. Also shown in
this figure Is the prediction based on a static Incep-
tion underpressure of 18 kPa. The trends observed ap-
pear to support the conclusions previously stated.
Note that the lower limit of zero superheat,also ap-
pears reasonable and tentatively supported by the re-
latively meager amount of data available.

I 20* 4
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Figure 6 Comparison of the flashing inception data of
ReocreuxC3] and of Seynhaeve, Giot, and
Fr1tte£5] with the theory developed herein
using the approximate static flashing
overexpansion value of 18 kPa for the
computation. (BNL Neg.No 3-238-79)

CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOMMENOATIONS. v.

1. Flashing inception superheat In flowing systems
appears to be described by the effects of turbulent
fluctuations, (Equation 9 ) . This suggests that the
flowing and static superheats at Inception are Iden-
tical once turbulent fluctuations are accounted for.

2. It Is suggested that the limit of flashing Incep-
tion with vanishing mass flux in flowing systems
coincides with that value that would be obtained by
static decompression at the same expansion rates.

3. The scaling parameters for flashing Inception ap-
pear to be the reduced limit of superheat, if,^, the
Reynolds number, the flashing index (reciprocal of the
cavitation number), and a dimensionless expansion
rate. It 1$ not clear, however, what reference
quantities are reasonable to rander the expansion rate :
dimensionless.; ' L : :•'

4. Additional data are needed/for flashing Inception
at hi gher pressures. Suff 1 c;1 ant cdetai 1 are requi red
to accurately determine the jimptMjn. point due to th«'•>
sensitivity of void develpf«wnt/Vtd; small chinges In,.!
superheat at inception. SufficiWnt range in mass tflux
is required to allow extripolative determination of
the case of vanishing,jturby1enei£ -"./J: /' i»5 ' V

5. Analysis is .needed, to :determine the ^ahay-for of ,.
the static flashing incriptioh^rt^h expansion' rate.
The reasons for the?obif*r/ed behi«i^r are«not scl*»r at 9}
t h i s ' t i m e . . ••: ''•+.";£' ji'j: : ; ̂ . •'• 'I"!'-.-1.- <5"'i-.V -'.
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